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Abstract 
In order to improve travel times for public surface transport vehicles (buses, trams, etc...), urban traffic control systems are used 
to give priority to public transport vehicles. The main target of these strategies is to reduce the delay when crossing an 
intersection, for all private and public transport vehicles. However, they do not take into account buses regularity. Our objectives 
in this research are to regulate urban traffic but also to ensure the regularity of buses. To do, we develop a multi-agent bimodal 
urban traffic control strategy. This multi-agent strategy acts on traffic lights to regulate traffic, promote passage of buses, while 
monitoring the intervals between buses driven on a given bus route. We present a model adapted to a real traffic situation and 
propose new alternatives to better regulate the bimodal urban traffic between public transport (buses) and private cars. 
Keywords : Multi-Agent; Public transport; Urban Traffic Control; Traffic regulation; Agent communication; Traffic lights, Transit regulation. 
 
1. Introduction 
 
One of the challenges of intermodality and particularly of modal shift, from private car to public transport, is to 
provide a competitive quality to public transport compared to its private counterpart. This requires ensuring the 
supply of public transport facilities as well as safety, comfort, information, and monetary cost, but more importantly 
to ensure the regularity of service and competitive travel times compared to those of private cars. In fact, Surface 
Public Transport (such buses, trams, shuttles) uses the same network than private cars and is than facing the same 
problems of congestion and hard circulation.  
To improve route times of Surface Public Transport (PST), several cities use regulation systems at intersections 
that grant priority to the PST vehicles. These systems are referred as Urban Traffic Control systems (UTC) equipped 
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with bus priority. The aim of these strategies is to increase the average speed across the intersection for PST vehicles 
as well as private vehicles (PV).  
Acting on small areas can have negative impacts. (Wahlstedt, 2011) has shown that bus priority can have 
negative impacts not only to traffic that crosses the prioritized bus route, but also to other movements following the 
bus route. Furthermore, when traffic is very congested, giving the priority can aggravate the problem for buses 
themselves. On one hand, giving priority to buses can increase the number of vehicles on those roads which are 
suffering congestion, thus deteriorating the general traffic conditions including for buses. On the other hand, these 
strategies were developed to regulate private vehicles and were later extended to give the priority to buses. 
However, the matter of bus regularity, which is a great concern for bus passengers, has not been taken into account 
and can even make it worse.  
The regulation of buses traffic needs the control of buses regularity in order to guaranty the same intervals of 
passage at bus stops. Prioritizing buses at traffic lights in congested conditions may lead to “bus trains” (vehicles 
close to each other) and thus degrade the regulation of PST. The time savings when crossing lights will be in certain 
cases followed by a time of pause imposed by the bus operator responsible for vehicle regulation in order to enlarge 
intervals. This action leads to time loss for both transportation modes: a delay for private cars and an additional 
work for PST regulation. 
In order to grant the regularity between buses, several strategies have been developed, especially as support 
systems to bus regulators (Balbo and Pinson, 2010), (Cazenave, Balbo and Pinson, 2009). But these systems are 
acting only on buses. 
The problem of global traffic regulation that acts on traffic lights and on the bus regularity has been studied by 
(Bhouri and Lotito, 2005) and (Bhouri and Touazi, 2008). However, in these researches the regulation of intervals 
was only indirectly treated. The problematic was to reduce the congestion on the whole of the network making more 
for the arcs when and where buses are. The idea is to make buses respect their schedule. (Kachroudi and Bhouri, 
2009) studied the problem of global traffic regulation with, in addition, the regulation of intervals between buses. 
The work carried out described the dynamic of the system in a macroscopic way for the general traffic, and in a 
microscopic way for the bus. A multi-objective optimization had been applied to the system by using the method of 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). The complexity of the model suggests that we can obtain better results with a 
multi-agents model. (Ling and Shalaby, 2004) proposed an interesting adaptive Transit Signal Priority strategy, that 
controls transit operations using traffic signals. The underlying algorithm is based on Reinforcement Learning.  
The application of a multi-agent system is increasingly present in the field of traffic regulation. For example, 
(Bazzan, 2008), (De Oliveira et al., 2005), (Mailler and Lesser, 2004), and (Mizuno et al., 2008) resolved the 
problem of traffic lights coordination on the thoroughfares of the route network. (Ferreira et al. 2001), (France and 
Ghorbani, 2003) and (Roozemond, 2001) tackled the issue of how to control traffic lights at junctions in order to 
improve circulation. However, we are not aware of any application for the regulation of bi-modal traffic, which is 
the object of our research. 
A first prototype of the multi-agent strategy proposed in this paper, called ASUR (Agents System for bi-modal 
Urban traffic Regulation) have been presented in (Bhouri et al., 2010, 2011). In this paper we present the new 
improvements. The following section of this paper presents the new multi-agent model for traffic control. The four 
agents and their interactions are described. The third section gives the simulation results on a small network 
comprising six intersections and three buses. Finally, the fourth section concludes this paper. 
2. The strategy model 
The urban traffic network system is modeled by a set of traffic arcs representing the roads network. The arcs are 
connected by a set of intersections. A combination of vehicles and buses running on the arcs in the global network 
and serve various bus stops. 
2.1. Network modeling 
Each arc is characterized by a set of parameters: its length L in meters, its capacity C in private car unit (PCU), 
the maximum possible flow, called the saturation flow, D in pcu/time unit, the number N of vehicles present on the 
arc, that is incremented and decremented when a vehicle enters or leaves the arc, the corresponding status of traffic 
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lights on green or red states, and finally a list of available traffic arc branches. Each intersection is specified by the 
set of entering and exiting arcs, the status of traffic lights is managed by the different stages that specify the list of 
arcs which activates the green light if the stage is running. The information on each arc and each intersection is 
public and accessible by all agents. The buses move through the network from an arc to another while following 
routes predefined by the operator. The global objective is to give priority to bus transit and prevent degradation of 
traffic conditions while respecting the principles of regulation of private car motion in order to avoid congestion. 
Figure 1. Crossing system with 8 branches. The number of arcs on each branch depends on the number of lanes. Each lane is represented by an 
arc. 
2.2. Agent Modeling 
As mentioned above, we use the same architecture as ASUR. The system is controlled by an agent container, the 
agent network in our case, which is responsible for initiating the multi-agent simulation in parallel with the vehicular 
traffic.  
Four types of agents are intended to regulate the bimodal traffic on the network: Bus agent (BA) represents a 
real-world bus; Bus Route agent (BRA) supervises Bus agents, it particularly monitor the regularity of buses; 
Intersection agent (IA) generates and monitors traffic light signal plans; and finally the Stage agent (SA) computes 
the green time needed to evacuate vehicles on the arcs concerned by the stage. It cooperates with Intersection agent 
to establish the traffic light plan.  
The various agents of the system interact and communicate together to achieve their goals. In the following 
section, we describe the internal architecture of each agent and protocols of collaborations between the agents. 
2.2.1. Bus Agent (BA) 
The goal of BA is to minimize its bus journey time and to have a regular time interval with its predecessor at 
each bus stop. To achieve these goals, it communicates with the IA in order to get the right of way at traffic lights 
and it respect orders given by the BRA in order to make respect the regularity of buses. BA is injected into the 
network by the BRA at a frequency f. When it enters an arc, it retrieves the necessary information on the length of 
the current arc, the number of vehicles on the arc, the capacity of the arc and its flow. Then it calculates a period, a 
space time it will request to the IA of the next intersection in order to avoid a stop at red light.  
 
Interval time requested by the Bus agent 
The time interval requested by the BA is specified by a start time (Tbegin ) and an end time (Tend). The start 
time indicates the moment when the bus will arrive at the traffic lights; it includes the green traffic light needed to 
evacuate all vehicles which enter the arc before the bus.  
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Figure 2. Reservation of Bus agent. 
The interval requested by the Bus Agent is sent in this form; Request Ri (BusId, Priority, Tbegin ,Tend, Stage 
required Pi).  
It is calculated as follows: 
Tbegin= T0 + 3.6 *(L/V - N/D) 
Tend= Tbegin + (N/D)+Tevacbus 
Where L is the length of the arc, N the number of vehicles in the arc, V the bus speed in km / h, D the saturation 
flow of the arc, T0 the current time system and Tevacbus is the time required to get the bus from an arc to another. 
In our case we consider Tevacbus  equal to 2 seconds of simulation.  
 
Informing Bus Route agent 
Whenever the agent perceives a bus stop, it contacts directly its Bus Route agent online by sending an 
informational message in this form:  
Fi (BusNumber, Position) and subsequently waits for a response in this form Msg = (Priority, extime), where 
extime is an extra waiting time from the Bus Route Agent. This one calculates the regulation interval by comparing 
the time when the bus started in the network and the time estimated to arrive.  
In order to regulate the public transports, the Bus Route Agent must keep a frequency between each bus, which is 
the frequency of injecting them in the network, by keeping it at the station more than expected (see the Bus Route 
agent below). The following figure shows the interactions of the agent. We note that the bus agent has two processes 
running in parallel. 
:Bus Agent :Intersection Agent:Bus Route Agent
Inform (Id, Priority, T b, Te, Pi)
Accept
Inform Fi (Id,Position)
Inform ( Priority, extime )
 
Figure 3. Interaction Protocol of Bus agent. 
2.2.2. Bus Route Agent(BRA) 
A Bus Route consists of several buses moving on the same roads and serving the same bus stops. The role of a 
Bus route Agent is to manage all the Bus agents which belong to the same Bus roue. BRA has a global view on the 
route it manages. It is charged to inject the buses with frequency f defined by the user, and in order to avoid bus 
trains, it is in charge to ensure that buses will serve all bus stops at this fixed frequency f. 
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Figure 4. Goal of Bus Route agent 
Behavior on bus stops  
For every two consecutive stops the agent records the travel time of the last bus to be compared with that of the 
one preceding it and allows it to determine the relative early or late state of bus motion. The additional latency 
resulting from the Bus Route agent for the Bus agent depends on the travel time of the preceding bus. It is subject to 
the condition that the bus is in advance and for more than 2 minutes. This helps avoid unnecessary delays for bus 
travel.  
 
Priorities 
Bus Route Agent affects a priority index to each bus. This priority varies from 1 to 5. Priority index 5 means that 
the bus is very late on schedule. It has to be given preferential treatments at traffic lights by the intersection agent 
which has to give him the strict priority. If the index of priority is equal 1, the bus hasn’t to be promoted at traffic 
lights. The intersection agent takes into account the different bus indexes of priority to decide which bus will be 
promoted.  Figure 4 shows the traffic before and after the intervention of the Bus Route agent with Bus agents (blue 
rectangles). 
2.2.3. Intersection Agent(IA) 
The Intersection agent is the key agent of our system. Each agent is responsible for monitoring its intersection 
and generating traffic light plans to regulate traffic. To achieve its objective, it needs to be assisted by the Stage 
agent (Section 3.2.4). They work together to establish an evacuation plan that maximizes the capacity of the 
intersection trying to better satisfy the reservations of Buses agents. 
 
Behaviour of the Intersection agent 
The Intersection agent receives a request from the Bus agent, which must be saved in its database. All 
reservations Ri = (BusId, Bus Priority, Tbegin, Tend, Pi) are processed when received. The Intersection agent will then 
decide the manner of its execution. 
In case of two reservations in the database that may overlap during their execution, the agent delays the 
reservation with the lowest priority. All bookings are then sorted and stored; they will be deleted after execution. It’s 
important to note that reservations can be executed over several cycles in case of network congestion. The goal of 
the Intersection agent is to satisfy the entire requests. 
In order to satisfy the bookings, IA modifies the traffic signal plan. There are three types of changes as follows: 
 Extension of a stage (delay or advance) to satisfy a booking, without exceeding the maximal duration of stage. 
 Making a stage call, introducing a new stage into the traffic lights plan, either by changing the order of execution, 
or by reinserting in the cycle a stage which has already been executed. 
 Division of a stage into two cycles, this change allows us to manage multiple reservations at once in case of 
congestion and if the bus is waiting behind a long queue.  
 
Calculation of a traffic signal plan 
The plan is calculated through the collaboration of the intersection agent and the stage agents. Each stage is 
associated with a stage agent which is in charge of calculating its duration. 
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1) The Intersection agent is the supervisor in this process (LightManager), and begins by forming a working 
group (Coop-group) initialized by the list of Stage agents (Lightstage) corresponding to the intersection. 
2) The LightManager initializes all necessary variables among them Cmax which is the maximum size of 
cycle. 
3) The LightManager sends an Inform message to Coop-group to advise that the protocol for calculating the 
plan has started. 
4) The LightManager agent sends a Request message to the Coop-group asking it to start calculating the time 
required to evacuate each stage. 
5) Each agent Lightstage of Coop-group calculates its desired green light duration, regardless of bookings for 
buses, and also an index of priority depending on the traffic and sends it to the LightManager. This is detailed in 
Section 3.2.4. 
6) The agent LightManager receives all responses and calculates the size of cycle C requested by Lightstage 
agents. 
7) If C ≤ Cmax, it analyzes the list of reservations demanded. If the highest priority reservations request a 
stage in the Coop-group, then it changes the traffic signal plan to satisfy it and removes it from the list, but if the 
duration of the reservation cannot be satisfied, then it executes stage and updates the time of booking for later 
execution. If C> Cmax then it must resolve the conflict by changing the durations of the stages. (See part Conflict 
resolution). 
8) The agent LightManager selects Lightstage agent to run, sends an accept message and removes it from the 
Coop-group. It updates its variables and returns to Step 5) as long as the Coop-group is not empty. 
 
Initialise variables
Plan_Modification
LightManager
calculates the size of
the cycle
Lightstage Calculates
green lights duration
Request Coop-Group
Inform Coop-Group
Conflict_Resolution
Start-Protocol
C <= Cmax C > Cmax
Initial_Plan
 
 
Figure 5. Calculation Protocol of traffic signal plan. 
Conflict resolution 
When the agent LightManager receives all responses and calculates the size of tcycle C as requested by agents 
Lightstage and C> Cmax, then a conflict resolution protocol starts to bring C to the value of Cmax and reduces the 
amount equally with agreement of Lightstage agents. 
 To resolve the conflict, the LightManager agent negociates with the agents of Coop-group, but only one bid is 
taken due to limited execution time. Traffic control requires speed in processing and therefore we try to limit 
communications, by avoiding iterative solutions and establishing a reliable result very quickly. To do this, 
LightManager agent launches a tender with the Coop-group by asking the Lightstage agent to  provide a portion (∆t) 
of their green time length and reduce their execution time. 
 Agents who offer period are rewarded by the agent LightManager and in the next execution cycle their priority 
is increased. Lightstage agents who can provide the time (∆t) are agents that have no buses on their roads. If the 
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agent LightManager receives no favourable responses, it distributes the additional period Cmax-C throughout the 
Coop-group, else it splits the surcharge among Lightstage agents accepting a reduction. 
The following figure illustrates the interaction protocol and the collaboration between the Intersection agent and 
the Stage agents. 
:Intersection Agent (1) :Stage Agent (n)
Request
X
Inform (Ti , Urgency Ij)
Conflict_resolution()
X
X
Accept
Plan_Modification()
Refuse
Accept
Plan_Modification
Execute
 
Figure 6. Interaction Protocol of Intersection agent. 
2.2.4. Stage Agent 
The Stage agent is the agent that manages the various stages of the intersection. Each agent is responsible for 
calculating the optimal duration for discharging the intersection, contributing to the development of plans to control 
traffic lights to maximize the ability of the crossroads and satisfy Bus reservations. 
 
Calculating the execution time 
The agent has a process which calculates the green time required after the request of the Intersection agent. The 
optimal duration of green light is the largest evacuation time of one of the arcs of the stage. It is calculated by this 
formula: 
T = max {Ti} with i=1...m where m is the number of arcs entering in this stage and Ti the necessary time to 
evacuate every arc:  
              
Ni is the number of cars in the arc, Di the flow, Li the length and V a constant speed for all vehicles of 40 km/h, 
equivalent to the step simulation system. 
 Calculating stage urgency 
Stage index urgency determines the importance of the stage and lets the Intersection agent computes an order for 
the stages in the establishment of the traffic light plan; the longer the lapse of time, the more urgent the stage. The 
urgency index is measured by the following formula:  
Ij =
1
i i
m
w b
i
e e
 
Where wi= Ni / Ci. is the measure of the degree of congestion in the arc, bi  the number of buses present, m the 
number of entering arcs and e the constant of Euler strictly greater than 1. 
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Responding to a call for tenders 
When the cycle size is greater than the maximum allowed time (in our case 140 seconds), the Intersection agent 
launches a tender to Stage agents. The answer to the call for tenders is favorable or unfavorable to the decrease in 
execution time of the stage. If the stage has a bus on one of its arcs, it is unfavorable; else it receives a low reward. If 
it has no bus on one of its arcs, it receives a large reward. We took into consideration the priority of the bus because 
if it exceeds a predefined threshold, the Stage agent must answer by an unfavorable response. This mechanism can 
respond quickly and effectively to the Intersection agent even if all stages have buses on their arcs. 
3. Simulation tests  
3.1. Simulation environment  
The strategy was implemented using the Java programming language. The Development platform JADE Multi-
Agent was used for handling different agents. It is compatible with the specifications FIPA2000. We have tested the 
strategy on a network of six intersections (Figure 7): 
 The distance between two adjacent junctions belongs to [200,400] meters. 
 Each section comprises one or two lanes. 
 The saturation flow, which is the maximum exit output of the arcs, is the same for each arc and equal to 0.5 
vehicle/second.  
 At each entry onto the network, we have installed a source that generates vehicles at a frequency F  [4 s ... 10 s].  
 Some of the junctions have two stages while others have three stages. 
 Three bus routes are considered on the network. The frequency of generation of buses is of 50 seconds for Bus 
Route 1, 40 s for Bus Route 2 and 50 s for Bus Route 3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. The simulated network. 
We have compared the developed Multi-agent (MAS) strategy with two other methods:  
 “Fixed Time” strategy is a fixed time strategy with 20 seconds of green light for each stage. 
 “Without Priority” is the MAS strategy where we inhibit the bus priority function. It is a strategy to regulate the 
private vehicles. It is tested here in order to assess if the bus priority of our MAS strategy has or not a negative 
impacts on the global traffic.  
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3.2. Simulation results  
3.2.1. Cumulated delay 
 
Figure 8 gives the cumulated delays of each bus on the network. The delay of a bus is defined as the sum of time 
lost at traffic lights plus time lost queuing on congestions on the whole of the network. We note that the MAS 
strategy gives the best results, the “Without Priority” gives better results than “Fixed Time” strategy, which means 
that improving the traffic conditions improves the buses travel time, however it is not sufficient. Using the MAS 
strategy with its bus priority component improves significantly the travel time and the regularity of buses.    
 
. 
Figure 8. Cumulated delays. 
3.2.2. Regularity at bus stops 
 
In this simulation we tested the regularity of buses at bus stops. Figure 9 gives the recorded travel time between 
the two bus stops situated around the intersection I4 (see figure 7). Intersection I4 is the most congested one of our 
network since the three bus routes pass through it and needs antagonist stages. Each bus route needs a different stage 
in order to have the right of way to its buses. As one can see on figure 8, the MAS strategy gives the best results.  
 
Figure 9. Regularity at bus stops. 
There appears a small difference between the two other strategies, although the strategy “Without Priority” is less 
convenient. However, with the MAS strategy all buses respect the regulation protocol and almost keep the same 
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frequency of passage by the bus stop under heavy traffic conditions. This analysis shows that the regularity of bus 
passage was respected by the MAS strategy. 
4. Conclusions 
The regulation of urban traffic networks is characterized by its geographical distribution and especially its 
complexity. In this work we used the techniques of artificial intelligence and especially multi-agent systems.  
The computing power but also the advantage of multi-agent systems applied in the field of urban traffic, make 
modeling possible almost without difficulty, with two levels of representation: macroscopic and microscopic. 
We presented a description of the multi-agent system that we have adopted for the urban traffic control, to 
organize and improve the process of bus traffic, taking into account the presence of private cars. This new model is 
based on the principle of coordination between well defined agents. 
Results show that the MSA strategy gives priority to buses and ensures the regularity of service comparing to 
Fixed Time strategy. In the case of heavy traffic, it reduces better than the others strategies bus delays as well as 
private cars delays. For our future works, we will focus on studying and testing the strategy on a bigger network, 
focusing on the computing time in order to real time implementation. 
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